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No developer license required in this area

Runtime licensing is included by your application developers. It may be redistributed freely with no 
charge. So long as Runtime License key is included correctly, the application will work for end-users 

without restriction. 

Once developer activity is detected by presence of SciChart started & Debugger attached, if a 
developer license is not found, a 30 day trial begins. The user will see a watermark on the chart and 

will get notification when trial is near expiry. Applying a developer license using the Licensing Wizard 
removes the trial restrictions.

Developer license required

SciChart: How Licensing Works
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Licensing Code not executed



YOUR PUBLISHED APPLICATION

Packaged as .exe and .dll
Executed by users on any 

number of machines

Users* which consume the 
final application

YOUR WIDER CODEBASE 

Could be internal or external. 
This is a wider codebase which 

may consumes downstream DLLs 
which in turn reference SciChart

YOUR FRAMEWORK OR DLL

A Visual Studio Project which 
references SciChart DLLs. Could 

be an application or a framework

Developer* which directly 
Works with SciChart

Developers* which indirectly 
work with SciChart

Covered by Royalty Free 
Runtime Licensing

These people require developer licenses 
according to SciChart Terms

Definitions: 
 User: a person who executes the final application but does not debug it, or have Visual Studio running on their PC

Developer: a person who executes the application while using the Visual Studio debugger, or Visual Studio designer will be detected as a developer

SciChart: How Licensing Works


